
AN ANALYSIS OF THE MOVIE MEAN GIRLS

"Cold, shiny, hard, PLASTIC," said by Janice referring to a group of girls in the movie Mean Girls. Mean Girls is about an
innocent.

Here are some ways our essay examples library can help you with your assignment: Brainstorm a strong,
interesting topic Learn what works and what doesn't from the reader's perspective. But they may find it
interesting that the geeks are more fun than the queen bees, that teachers have feelings, and that you'll be
happier as yourself than as anybody else. Like, who are his friends? The main character Cady Heron was
home schooled in Africa and now she must transition into high school where she is tested in different areas of
her development. Essays may be lightly modified for readability or to protect the anonymity of contributors,
but we do not edit essay examples prior to publication. Movie Analysis : Mean Girls Essay examples - The
movie Mean Girls is about a bunch of high school girls who are only looking out for their best interest and
bringing down other girls around them. This allows our team to focus on improving the library and adding
new essays. DEnby She is generally funny and sarcastic, with a hint of feministic views. But the law of the
jungle takes on a whole new meaning when she enters public high school and encounters psychological
warfare and unwritten social rules that teen girls deal with today. For instance, she blithely approaches
strangers on the first day of school, never recognizes songs on the radio, and wears a misguided costume to a
classmate's Halloween party. Tyler Perry adapted and transformed it into a movie in  The mothers in the
movie are not much help, however, and Fey's screenplay wisely uses comedy as a learning tool. This really
made me think about the intention of the writer in terms of the message she wanted to send. The unrealistic
standards set for younger female viewers watching the movie are also scary. For more information on
choosing credible sources for your paper, check out this blog post. It basically demonizes high school girls
who, while cruel, are not the only ones to blame for the chaos. Most helpful essay resource ever! They are
physically awkward and wear virtually unflattering clothing. Mean Girls makes light of so many things that
are wrong in the world, as is the nature of comedy. The heros of the movie are outsiders, geeks, freaks, and
social bottom-dwellers. Advertisement Cady makes two friends right away: Janis Lizzy Caplan , a semi-goth
whose own anthropology includes an analysis of who sits where in the cafeteria, and why; and Damian Daniel
Franzese , Janis' best friend, described as "too gay to function. It takes the viewers on a journey. So much is
worrisome in this movie. In , the White House tweeted a photo of Barack Obama's dog Bo with the caption,
"Bo, stop trying to make fetch happen. They're led by Regina George Rachel McAdams , a skilled manipulator
whose mother's boob job has defined her values in life.


